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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. General principles

The concept for construction of national radioactive wastes repository is a basic
element of the radioactive wastes management system. Its correct elaboration is an
integral part of the formation of national radioactive wastes management concept.

The repository construction concept is built on the basis of several fundamental
principles and criteria, proposed by IAEA [1].

1.2. The overlying objectives of underground disposal of high level radioactive
wastes

* RESPONSIBILITY TO FUTURE GENERATION: to isolate high level wastes
from the human environment over long time-scales without relying on future
generations to maintain the integrity of the disposal system, or imposing upon
them significant constraints due to !he existence of the repository;

* RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY: to ensure a long term radiological protection of
humans and the environment in accordance with current internationally agreed
radiation protection principles.

1.3. Basic radioactive waste management strategy future priorities.

u) radioactive wastes reduction and prevention;
b) radioactive wastes conditioning and recycling;
c) optimal site selection and technological choice, for interim storage, conditioning and
construction of radioactive wastes repositories.

2. RESEARCH PROCEDURE FOR FORMATION, ANALYSIS AND
CHOICE OF VARIANTS FOR NATIONAL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES REPOSITORY CONSTRUCTION

2.1. Initial principles

The research procedure is based on: the system approach and analysis, the
decision making theory, the basic objectives and principles of the national repository



construction, the radioactive waste management priorities; the underground repository
concept and so on [4].

2.1.1. Main criteria

A. Minimal environmental impact;
B. Maximal economic efficiency.
The first criterion is a reflection of ihe safety principles and criteria, proposed by

IAEA. The second criterion reflects the necessity of taking into account the real
possibilities of the radioactive waste management (see principles I and 7, [1])

2.1.2. Some basic notions

The radioactive wastes are characterized by a set of parameters, some of which
are considered.
* radioactive wastes environment: the radioactive wastes production and all
conversions realize within a complex environment, which includes 6 basic elements
(RWIi):

- the surroundings and natural environment,
- economic;
- scientific and technical-technological,
- socio-psychological;
- legal,
- institutional-political.

* radioactive wastes barriers (RWB);
- input barriers (INB);

+ production barriers (PB);
+ conditioning barriers (CB);
+ temporary storage barriers (TSB)

- output barriers (OXB);
+ natural barriers (NB);
+ artificial barriers (AB);

ft regime barriers (RB);
# engineered barriers (EB);

< site selection and choice of repository's variant (SRB);
+ radioactive wastes environment barriers (RWEB)

2.2 Radioactive wastes' environment identification (respectively national
radioactive wastes repository and management)

The radioactive wastes environment elements are characterized in the following
way:

the surroundings and natural environment have not suitable conditions for
radioactive wastes disposal but an adequate radioactive wastes disposal (respective
management) is possible coupled with the rest kinds of environment;

the scientific and technical-technological environment, the Bulgarian specialists,
can solve the problems of low and middle level radioactive wastes storage and will
realize a systematic work to solve problems, connected with high level radioactive
wastes, in conjunction with world experience and expected assistance,



economic environment severe restrictions determine its central role in concept
I'ui mation, besides not to change for the worse ihe quality of the limited natural
icsources is very important;

the backwardness of legal environment imposes important restriction on the
adequate radioactive wastes management; its improving have to be closely connected
with other environments mainly with the scientific and technical-technological
environment,

the institutional-political environment in case of unstable connection with
scientific and technical-technological environment, of undeveloped state of legal
environment; would result in decision for nuclear technologies development and
ladioactive wastes management which are short-sighted and far from rationality
(including in the economic environment context);

the socio-psychological environment is dominated by institutional-political
environment, the influence of economic and scientific and technical-technological
environments is decreased and the legal environment is undeveloped; in this case it
would result in phenomena like NIMBY syndrome (Not In My BackYard) in
connection with radioactive wastes repository siting.

The expansion of the interpretation of the notion "barrier", is due to jhe system
approach, applied under consideration of the radioactive wastes repository
construction concept as an element of radioactive wastes management The radioactive
wastes management is in the context of radioactive wastes environment Input barriers,
oconoiivc, scientific and technical-technological, socio-psycliological, legal and
institutional-political barriers are of a decisive significance for radioactive wastes
quality and quantity and final disposal site selection.

Barriers operation is mutual and has to be considered as a compromise in the
Held of determined main research procedure criteria (respectively the IAEA principles
and criteria)

2.3, Formation of the hierarchical structure of research procedure, decision
making levels and direct and back feeds

In Fig. 1 the research procedure structure in the context of barrier approach is
displayed. In the radioactive wastes environmental space the entry and exit barriers are
included The intersection of these two sets is the container barrier (CNIJ).

In the context of the differentiated technological and spatial objects and
processes a research procedure is structured in three separated spaces - (he space of
"wastes" (RWS), the space of "sectors and sites" (SSS) and the space of "repositories
and sites" (RSS). They are placed and interacting within a 6 elements radioactive
wastes environment (see Fig 2). In more detail the iesearch procedure is displayed in
Fig. 3.

In the radioactive wastes space variants are generated and estimated under two
sets of criteria, according to radioactive wastes production and conditioning. In the
respective space variants of sectors and sites formed and selected according to the
criteria of natural and regime barriers. In the repository and sites space variants of
repositories are generated under criteria of engineered barriers and variants of sites and
iepositories are selected under environmental impact criteria Site-repository variants
are analyzed and chosen, applying economical, socio-psychological and non technical
criteria.
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The direct and back feeds system reflects the iterative character of the procedure.
In case of not meeting some of the criteria (for example - dose exposure) the other
variants of sites are considered and only if they are not found the repository variant
will be changed and so on until changing the nuclear technologies development variant.

2.4. The national radioactive wastes repository construction variant structure
formation

fhe national radioactive wastes repository construction variant is u set of several
groups of variants which displays the following characteristics:

* radioactive wastes characteristics
- primary and conditioned radioactive wastes;
- concentration process and technology;
- conditioning process and technology;
- packaging technology;
- transportation process and technology;
- disposal concept, repository design as a whole and single engineered barriers

* characteristics of radioactive wastes repository disposal sectors and sites:
* economical, socio-psychological and other characteristics.

2.5. Scenario analysis. Scenarios and variants tree

The analysis and choice of variants for construction of a radioactive wastes
repository are made under subjective and objective uncertainty. One of the tools for
reflection of the uncertainty are the nuilti variant approach and the scenario analysis
based on it [4]. !,

The uncertainty results mainly from various specific sources: the great
uncertainty of nuclear energy processing and long term development, the uncertainty
of radioactive wastes characteristics (including from nuclear power plant
decommissioning); the uncertainty of the characteristics of radioactive wastes
conditioning technologies; the uncertainty of the parameters of the sites for radioactive
wastes repository disposal; the uncertainty of the disposal concept and the radioactive
wastes repository design; the uncertainty of the natural geological and climatic
processes; the existing uncertainty of the international legal system for radioactive
wastes management and of the regional and geopolitical processes; the uncertainty of
radioactive wastes management economical and financial characteristics; the severe
uncertainty of socio-psychological processes and public acceptance of radioactive
wastes management elements

High level radioactive wastes repository

The hierarchical structure* of the repository construction scenarios and variants
nee includes the following levels (see fig.4):

Level I: Nuclear technologies processing and development
It characterizes the quality and quantity dynamics of nuclear technologies It

involves a rational processing level, according to the international standards and
practice. The development is considered in a long term prospect - until 2020 year

* The scenarios and variants tree is developed jointly with l.Stcfiinova
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Because of lack of a long term energy development concept, in particular lor
nuclear energy development, oriy 3 conditional scenarios are considered , in which the
new type of reactors is not included but only the total operation time of WWER-440
reactors is varied. For repository concept purposes, the high scenario - all blocks of
nuclear power plant (NPP)-Kozloduy to be workirg during all the project operation
time, is of great interest.

Level II: Site of disposal (in the country or abroad).
Level III: Kind of stored high level radioactive wastes and their conditioning.
The possibilities of storage and disposal of both conditioned and unconditioned

radioactive wastes are considered as well as the different conditioning technologies,
producing radioactive wastes with different quality and quantity

Level IV. Interim radioactive wastes storage.
There exist different combinations of technologies for temporary storage of

uidioactive wastes on the national or another territory.
Level V: Sectors (sites) for siting of radioactive wastes repository and disposal

concept.
Possible variants of sites and specific (for the national conditions) disposal

concepts.
Level VI: Radioactive wastes transport.
Different transport technologies-and routes are considered.
Level VII: Socio-psychological characteristics and approaches to the public

during repository site selection process.
Level VIII: Economical and financial characteristics
In the case of low level radioactive wastes repository a new scenario level is

added - nuclear facilities decommissioning. There exist several variants of
decommissioning [5]. In accordance with the implemented variant flows of radioactive
wastes with different dynamics, quantity and quality are derived: There is a severe
uncertainty of the decommissioning radioactive wastes volumes - according to some
estimation it is from 40% to 70% of total radioactive wastes volume. We take into
account a mean value of 50%.

3. METHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS, SCREENING AND CHOICE OF
VARIANTS FOR REPOSITORY CONSTRUCTION

The methodology is based on the scheme of the overall research procedure (see
2 .1 , fig.3). It includes three basic groups of investigation:

* radioactive wastes conditioning and transport systems;
* radioactive wastes disposal concept and repository design,
* sectors, sites, host rock and environment;
These investigations are realized spirally, from general to concrete, passing at

least three stages of analysis and choice (screening) |3,7,8|
* common research and choice of outlined feasible variants (foi each llnee groups

of investigations));
* more specific engineering and regional investigation and choice of preliminary

variants set;
* detailed concrete investigation and choice of preferable variants;



Al the end a confirmation of investigation and choice is made This choice is not
final and the resulting set is subject to consideration by using another system of
criteria

3.1. System of criteria and constraints for analysis, screening and choice of
variants

As it was shown in [1] the safety principles and criteria are prevailing. For this
reason the safety assessment exists within all groups and stages of investigation and
choice [7,8]. But the safety technical criteria are a necessary rather than sufficient
condition for choice of the most safe site - it is necessary to involve non technical
criteria. On every stage of analysis, screening and decision making a specific criteria
and constraints system is applied. This system has a specific structure, which depend
on both the group of investigation (conditioning technologies, disposal system or sites
for disposal) and the level of definiteness as well as on the specificity of the decision
making process.

The first group of criteria is the criteria system for analysis and choice of
radioactive wastes conditioning technologies [9,10].

The analysis, screening and choice of variants of sectors and sites is made by
using two groups of criteria (see Fig.3) - the criteria characterizing the inherent safety
of natural barriers and the group of regime criteria.

The group of regime criteria is comparatively well organized - there are different
kind of territory regimes (sanitary protection zone, catchment area, natural,
architectural-historical and archaeological reserve, communication zone). For instance
a regime criterion is a regime A. natural protected zone [11J. Jt is characterized by
prohibition of any construction.

The second group of criteria is of utmost importance from safely point of view
112J (in [13] it is proposed to rely preferably on natural barriers). ',

Another set of technical and technological constraints and criteria is the base of
the radioactive wastes disposal concept, the repository as a whole and of a single
engineered barriers design variants forming.

The safety principles and criteria set [1,8] defines assessment, screening and
choice of feasible variants of repositories and sites according to their human and
environmental impact.

The transport scheme and technology are optimized by using of specific safety
criteria and economical assessments.

At the final stage of the research procedure a specific set of criteria is used. It has
the most crucial significance for the successful choice of radioactive wastes repository
construction variant (and in broad terms for radioactive wastes management). This set
is the set of economical, social, socio-psychological, political, geopolitical, national
security criteria, etc. [14,15,16,17,18],

The economical criteria are divided in several groups. One of them are the
expenditures connected with radioactive wastes management: total sums; for separate
stages and objects; per unit waste and so on. Another group of criteria are the criteria
derived from the consideration of radioactive wastes management as a element of
operation and management of nuclear technologies (in particular nuclear power plant
(N1JP) electricity generation). Depending on the radioactive wastes management
financing method, the expenditure or it has different influence on the costs and price
of electricity end different share in the price of 1 KWh.



The socio-psychological and sociological criteria are crucial for successful site
selection and construction of radioactive wastes repository. They are immediate and
topical for Bulgaria. Two years ago, as consequences of an increased social pressure,
the construction of the second Bulgarian NPP-Bclene, has been stopped. In an
investigation of scientists from the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences a social acceptance
of NPP was studied [19]. The public acceptance was defined by: the overall socio-
psychological atmosphere during NPP "Belene" construction; psychological effects and
sources of psychological stress (mass psychosis against NPP construction was found),
information background, sources of information about the object and the risks
connected with it, level of information; dynamics of social pressure on the decision
making process; priority motivation "pro" and "anti" of different social groups,
preferable subjects and mechanisms for decision making about NPP-Belene; political
dimensions of problematic and expected reactions to alternative decision.
The preliminary list of criteria and constraints for analysis, screening and choice of
variants for construction of radioactive wastes repository is the following:

Group 1: Criteria for analysis and choice among set of technologies for
radioactive wastes conditioning.

I Physical
- definition;
- homogeneity;
- mechanical resistance,
- dimensional stability, etc.

2. Physico-Chemical
- compatibility;
- thermal resistance,
- gas permeability and porosity;
- leaching rate.

3. Biological criteria
4. Economic and technological criteria
tiron|> 2: Regime criteria - regime of territories
1 Sanitary protection zone
2 Catchment area
3. Architectural-historical and archaeological reserve
4 Regime A. Protected environment area

- sub regime Al: natural reserve;
- sub regime A2: protected natural objects

5. Communication zones
6 Border territories, etc
Croup 3: Natural barriers criteria
1. Screening criteria

- geological,
- seismic and tectonic;
- hydrological,
- geolechnical,
- climatic;

2. Evaluation criteria for near-surface disposal site selection
- geologic-tectonic,
- hydrogeological,
- hydrological;



3. Evaluation criteria for underground disposal site selection for high level
radioactive wastes

a) host rock estimation criteria
- sorption;
- thermal conductivity;
- solubility;

b) rock massif criteria
- massif thickness;
- massif depth,
- surface area;
- homogeneity and uniformity;
- guotechnical qualities,
- permeability;

c) environmental criteria
- hydraulic gradient;
- seismicity;
- tectonics;

d) additional criteria
- competitive usage of rock massif;
- hydrological and climatic sensitivity of the region;

Croup 4: Technical and technological criteria for disposal concept and disposal
design

Group 5: Safety criteria and requirements (under consideration and
concretization in Bulgarian legislation)

Group 6: Technological and transport scheme criteria
Group 7: Non - technical criteria [
1. Socio-demographic and settlement criteria [20]

- population density;
- settlement density;
- mean population of a settlement;
- mean distance between settlements;

2. Resource potential and competitive using of the limited resources
3. Land using and price
4. Land jurisdiction
5. Property rights
6. Economical criteria

- site accessibility and service;
- economical influence on the existing life style,
- preparation expenditures
- radioactive wastes management process financing
- total costs;
- cost per unit radioactive wastes;
- share of 1 KWh cost;

7. Social
8. Soeio-psychologicai and sociological
9. Political
10. National security criteria



3.2. Methodology and methods for analysis, screening and choice of variants

3.2.1. Methodology

The proposed methodology consists of 4 stages
Stage I :* Scenario analysis. Scenario and variants lice

* Common scientific and engineered investigations lor variants feasible set
forming among three groups studies: radioactive wastes conditioning and
transport; site selection; disposal concept and repository design.

* A common criteria and constraints set for screening and choice forming.
* A feasible variants set forming.

Stage 2:* Engineered and regional investigation in three groups.
* Common safety analysis.
* A preliminary variants subset choice according to regime criteria.

Stage 3 * A preliminary variants detail investigation.
* Preliminary safely analysis.
* An acceptable variants choice taking into account economic and other

criteria as well.
Stage 4 * A detail confirming investigation of acceptable variants.

* A detail safety analysis.
* Final variants analysis and choice by using economic, socio-

psychological and other criteria set.
* A return to stage 3 or to a forgoing one is possible in case of

unsatisfactory results f safety or economic analysis.
When this methodology is applied additional concerns have to taken into

account. They are of great importance for the successful construction of radioactive
wastes repository - for instance public participation in decision making and analysis
process.

.)". 2.2. The two main approaches are derived during a review of methods for analysis
and choice within radioactive wastes management /3,1,6, N, /.5/.

traditional (optimal site selection): a screening process among all potential
variants of sites is realized using a list cf technical criteria; finally one site with
maximum isolation and safety potential is chosen;
voluntarily - institutional: in order to minimize the public opposition against
siting two approaches are possible - the community in a voluntarily way
proposes a repository site or it is chosen by the institutional consideration. It
is important these sites to satisfy the safety principles and criteria

The traditional approach includes many varieties Some of these, often used in
USA are listed below [21].

successive screening: several sets of siting criteria are formed, each site is
estimated subsequently against every set; sites which meet the first set are
then considered under the second set, etc.
comparative evaluation: siting criteria are used collectively, unstructured; the
ranked aggregate for each site shows relative importance and to each criterion
a relative weighting is assigned.
classification and rating: a criteria set is structured into sub criteria sets, for
each criterion a weighting value is defined; each site is estimated under each



criteria; estimations arc multiplied by weighting values and ihe results are
aggregated.

The using of successive screening method is justified only in case of a very well
knowledge of relevant criteria and high level of deliniteness in forming of respective
cutting thresholds. It would be applied in the case of relatively well examined criteria
as seismicity lor example. But under existing circumstances, of severe subjective and
objective uncertainty, when it is difficult to consider any defined threshold which have
to be satisfied, the method of successive screening is not suitable. These problems
necessitate a compromise and careful usage of only some screening criteria.

Taking into account the radioactive wastes environment influence, in our case,
usage of a combination of tw<. main approaches - traditional and voluntarily-
institutional, as well as usage of successive screening and classification and rating
methods are proposed.

As a basic method for different level of decision making the method of analytical
hierarchy process is applied. In the late 80-s on the basis of the above mentioned
theoretical method a software package Expert Choice was developed by liKorman and
T.Saaty was made [6,22]. In more details the characteristics and application of this
method and software for solving a technology choice and site selection problems are
considered respectively in [9] and [23]

The environment within which repository construction analysis and choice are
realized is a considerable question. One of the most interesting approaches is the usage
of GIS (geographical information system) combined with DSS (decision support
system), based on interactive principles, advanced visualization, knowledge and date
bases.

3. 2.3. Specific requirements and problems during application ami directions for
procedure and methodology development

The main purpose of decision making methods is good analysis and as well as
obtaining good decision. This is only a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
successful decision (in this case - choice of radioactive wastes repository construction)
This is the specificity of application of the methods - to be adequate to real problem
and to ensure its successful decision.

The concrete requirements and problems are defined by existing of NIMBY
syndrome [15,16,25]. For example in 1980 in USA an act for construction of a low
and middle level radioactive wastes repository till 1986 in every state or compact
region was passed. Until the middle of 1991 the sited repositories were only 3.

The reasons for NIMBY and for strong opposition arc various - from political
mistakes to lack of public participation and health and safety risks It was found that
the risks associated with hazardous facility sites (especially radioactive wastes
repository) are not acceptable. There exist several professional fallacies of some
specialists - lawyers, engineers, planners, economists which lead to unsuccessful
approaches.
All this requires to investigate in detail and to get an answer to the following question:

- What is the state of public acceptance l}

- What are the basic fallacies ?
- What to change in them ?
- In what direction '.'
- In which way ?



- What are the main factors, determining the national possibilities to solve the
radioactive wastes management problem - formal and informal ?

- What are the target groups of community, toward which the basic attention will
be directed and which are the main actors in the decision making process for
radioactive wastes repository ?
The formulation and answering to these questions determine some basic directions of
development and improvement of the decision making procedure and methodology.
The severe losses as a result of possible rejection of a site at a advanced stage of
investigation or as a consequence of delaying of radioactive wastes repository
construction decision as well as possible increasing of risks must be taken into account.
The main orientation is toward adequacy and reliability of the procedure, coupled with
pragmatism and goai oriented to success. Nevertheless no compromise has to be made
with safety principles and criteria, but only reasonable compromises with the criterion
of economic efficiency
In the direction of procedure improving, one of the promising approaches includes a
mix of economical compensation, impact mitigation, public education, risk
substitution, risk distribution, inclusion of the community on the early stage of
discussions, negotiations, management sharing, a wide variety of site selection variants,
etc [25,14,15,16].
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